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Bubbles                                                                                                                                                                   125ml/175ml/Bottle  

ORGANIC PROSECCO.  Fidora, Veneto, Italy Brut NV…………….................................................................................£7/ - /£30 

Produced on Venice mainland this is a beautiful prosecco packed full of refreshing green apple & elderflower flavours.   

ORGANIC CREMANT D’ALSACE. Clemant Klur, France…………………………………………………………………………………….….…….....£35 

Organic, biodynamic with no sulphites - biscuity, with notes of apple and a touch of heaven 

 

White                                                                                                                                                                       
ORGANIC PANSA BLANCA.  Alta Alella, Girona,Spain…………………………..…………………………..…….…………………….……5.8/£8/£26 

Pansa blanca is Catalonia’s most characterful grape.  Seriously yummy with fresh, light notes of gooseberry and  

ORGANIC VERDEJO. Finca Fabian, La Mancha, Spain…………………………………………………….……….……………...…….…….£4/ £6/£23 

Like a handsome, well dressed man; a little dry, sophisticated and hard to forget - zesty, citrusy and refreshing 

ALBARINO Ferrum, Rias Baixas, Spain…………………….………………………………………………………….………………...…..….....£5.8/£8/£27 

A Classic Albarino where the aromas of white ripe fruit explode.   Citrusy and fresh, and of course Very quaffable 

SAUVIGNON BLANC.  Pounamu.  Marlborough, New Zealand………………………………………………………………..……………………..£30 

Aromatic and herbaceous layers of grapefruit, lemon & nectarine.  This is mouth-watering and pure with huge flavours.   

A stunning wine, great with seafood and an absolute firm LeftField favourite. 

A MOMENT OF SILENCE. Blankbottle 2018, Wellington, South Africa……………………………………………………………………………..£45 

Unique, small batch & produced without restriction to style.  Chenin & Viognier blend, racy, generous & full bodied 

WEISSBURGUNDER Judith Beck, Burgenland, Austria ……………………………………………………………………………………£7.5/£9.5/£38 

This biodynamic pinot blanc is off-dry, wildly fruity with plenty of floral aromas 

 

Red                                                                                                                                                                                            
 

***ORGANIC BLAUFRANKISCH, Velvet, Pittnauer, Burgenland, Austria***........................................................................£29 

Pittnauer is one of the stars of the Austrian winemaking scene and their ‘Velvet’ is a form of introduction to Austrian reds. A 

blend of Zweigelt &  Blaufränkisch; ripe dark bramble fruit & cassis,  soft and spicy with those trademark ‘velvety’ tannins.  

COTES DU RHONE. Chat Fou, Eric Texier, Rhone,  France………………………………………………………………………………………………..£37 

Fresh, juicy and medium-bodied with plums, raspberries and a hint of peppery spice. Gorgeous wine from Eric Texier 

MALBEC.  Kaiken, Mendoza, Argentina.  .……………………………………………………………………………………………………...…£5.8/£8/£28 

Ripe black cherries & dark chocolate balanced by oak ageing spices   Big, delicious and great with red meat. 

RIOJA. Marques de Tomares, Spain………………………………………………………………………..……………………………….……..…£5.8/£8/£28 

A mature blend of black & red fruit flavours from its hand harvested Tempranillo and Graciano grapes.  Elegance, finesse 

ORGANIC PRIMITIVO, Trastullo, Puglia, Italy. …………...…………………………………………………………..…………………….…...5.8/£8/£27 

Primitivo made with a small amount of dried grapes for extra depth & complexity.  ripe and intense  

GAMAY. Vin sauvage a poil, Beaujolais,France……………………….……………………………………..….…………..………………..6.5 / 8.9 /£35 

A fruity wine with a touch of violet, black fruits & pepper.   Smooth minerality makes this very easy to drink  

ORGANIC PARVUS SYRAH.  Alta Alella,Girona,Spain………………………………………………………………….………………………………....£35 

Dark ruby colour, ripe and medium bodied it’s a young wine with a fresh and fruity medium body finish.  Really Delicious. 

ORGANIC BORDEAUX.  Château Brandeau, Castillon, France…………………………………………………………………………….…..….…£30     

Ripe black fruit, dry with a very smooth finish wild yeast & minimum sulphite.  Organic and biodynamic  


